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Poet and playwright talks
about a lost generation
Eastern cruises to 63-50
victory over Tenn.-Martin




The problem is a campus phe-
nomenon that has filtered down from
society as a whole: White students
rarely want to discuss issues of race
freely and openly.
And often, faculty members’
attempts to discuss the subject in class
create tense situations and uneasy
feelings between black and white stu-
dents.
Many of the reasons white students
give for not talking are on the most
basic of levels. Some say they don’t dis-
cuss race because they don’t want to be
labeled racists or rednecks. Others are
concerned they might appear ignorant
about the subject, use incorrect lan-
guage or sound illogical.
“That fear of being called a racist is
related to the political context of the
time,” said Craig Eckert, an associate
professor of sociology, who is white. “I
don’t know too many people who want
to be known as a bigot or a racist.”
Mike Loudon, an English professor,
who is white, said white students are
more afraid to talk about race because
they fear it will reveal their lack of
understanding.
So rather than risk being exposed,
many students just don’t say anything,
Loudon said.
“There is a lot of uncertainty among
all students because you don’t know
whom to trust and whom not to trust,”
he said. “You don’t know who is going
to think you are a hick or who will
think you are cruel.”
Photo illustration by LaSHINDA CLARK/Staff photographer
The fear of being labeled a racist or being ignorant of basic issues in diversity keeps many white students from dis-
cussing race openly. The result of this silence, however, could be a silent square-off between the races that could explode
later in life.
Conspiracy of silence
Whites rarely want to confront issues of race
† See LACK Page 6A




Alternative bands Toad the Wet
Sprocket and Hootie and the Blowfish
have been scheduled to perform at this
year’s spring concert on March 25 in
Lantz Gymnasium.
John Kunz, concert coordinator for
University Board, said the bands per-
forming at the concert could not be
announced before now because they
took so long to sign the contracts.
“The reason why it took so long is
because they were throwing a tour
together,” Kunz said. “They wanted to
get everything ready before they signed
any contracts.”
Both bands’ contracts are currently
being examined to ensure that Eastern
will be able to provide the bands’
requests, Kunz added.
David Milberg, director of the Office
of Student Activities, and Kunz tried to
schedule two separate spring concerts
for students. Conflicts with pre-sched-
uled sporting events in Lantz Gym,
however, put the brakes on the idea.
Toad the Wet Sprocket, the concert’s
headline band, and Hootie and the
Blowfish will be the third and fourth
alternative bands to come to Eastern in
the last two years. This wave of alter-
native acts is following a new trend in
the music industry, Kunz said.
“I think most of the music industry
has become alternative,” Kunz said. “If
you look at MTV or listen to the radio,
almost 75 percent (of the music) is
alternative or related to alternative.
There isn’t a lot of heavy metal any-
more.”
Last year, Eastern hosted alternative
bands Blind Melon and They Might Be
Giants on separate dates. Fewer than
half the seats available for each of the
shows were sold.
Tickets will be $12 for students with
a valid ID and $15 for non-students.
The initial date for ticket sales has not
yet been set, but sales will probably
begin in late February or early March,
Kunz said.
Kunz said he thinks the concert may
sell out or come close to selling out.
Toad the Wet Sprocket has released
several albums, including its most
recent, Dulcinea. The band has also
had several hits, its biggest being
“Walk on the Ocean” from the album
Fear.
Hootie and the Blowfish recently
appeared on “Dick Clark’s New Year’s
Rockin’ Eve.”
‘Toad’ and ‘Blowfish’ to be spring concert
By ROBERT MANKER
Senior reporter
A throng of about 70
protesters braved near-freez-
ing temperatures as they
marched in front of Old Main
Thursday afternoon, calling
for the reinstatement of
wrestling and men’s swim-
ming at Eastern.
The protesters organized
at about 12:05 p.m. on the
oval sidewalk just north of
Old Main displaying picket
signs that read “Save an
endangered species,” “Women
swimmers support the men,”
and “OCR to President Jorns:
Beam me up a plan, Dave.”
The two sports were elimi-
nated from the university’s
athletic department in Sept-
ember as part of a compre-
hensive gender-equity, or
Title IX, compliance agree-
ment with the Department of
Education’s Office of Civil
Rights. The teams currently
are scheduled for elimination
at the end of their seasons.
The group, comprised
mainly of Eastern wrestlers
and men’s and women’s
swimmers, directed its plea
at Eastern President David
Jorns, urging him to submit
an alternative proposal to the
OCR that included the rein-
statement of the two teams.
“We found out Jorns was












3 , 1995 The 
'All-American' comedian to perform 
B)' HEATHER RUSTEBERG 
St.stf 1ilTitC'r 
t'om<-dt.ln Scull Hl•nry wiil nppenr 
.n HI p m ::;.,, u rdu> in th" Grand 
Bullroom of 1lw Mnrun l.u1her King 
.fr L'n"""'"l> l'n1on 
"Thi• 1:uy 111 u \'Oun\: ull ·Amencan 
l)'P" of i:uy • scud K<'lth Lipke. chwr· 
mnn of lh•• l'nl\·ur-11\ l.lunrd ·One of 
... . m)~ eourl11nult1rt- \1i.' al" ul>~olult•ly 
l'C~l01lc wuh lum flt• ,huuld 11pp<'nl 1n 
l\Oyon,• "ho> ~I"'"• uµ .· 
Toutt•d It~ a l'OrlilHno•tu.>n ur Dustin 
&ITman flnd Woody Horrdj()n. Henry 
combine• childhood experjences. 
impressions ond 1mprovi!ation to l'rt>-
Jtl• .in net 11caro:d for both the young 
und th1• >·oung 111 heart 
t.:A mcmb1•u "'" Hl!nry p<'rform 
1h1& foll n1 n Nn11onal Associelion of 
Compus ,\ct1vit1cs conference in 
L1ncllln~hlrt1 Lepke said lh~ UB mem: 
.)ll'rs \\'l'rC so lmpre6@cd w11h hrs 
P'-'rrr"'l'mttr\Ct_' tl\ot c he)• u~ked hin\ to 
pvrforn1 nt Ew;tt•rn. 
"Thi. frc~h new fucP hn~ the girls 
~crt'am1n1? nnd lhl' guys rolling in 
their st>nl.11." o pr<'SS rele~ states. 
Henr\• hn• mode appeor anc:u on 
1h" Sho~ume. ,\&F: nod fo>: nelwork.s 
Gnd hn~ hcodlined al ,.tubs and c.ol-
lci:e·s aero•~ thl' counll')'. H.e i~ ~bed· 
uJed to work w11h Worner Brolben a11 
u n•'"'ly signed ucl .. 
lll'nrJ ha~ olso opened for well· 
known eomod1ans •uch ns Robcrl 
Town•cnd On\'mdn Wuvanb ond Cnrol . . . 
Lnll\or. 
Admie~lon rur tKI' show. sponsored 
b,· 1h .. l'O <:omcdv Commiltee, 18 Sl 
for :lludt•lllk nnd s:i for lhl' public: 
Despite gro11ndhog, winter not finished 
Ahhoui:h l:r11undhoi: O.t>" oboer\'ances Thursd.1>· pred1c1· 
~d .tn "'"'> •llrlnJ:. locnl wealht'r obser\'er Unhn• Pr1c1· 
~n,·• "1n1,,r ,,.n•t O\"'-•r \'et 
··w,. m111h1 111•1 lii:h1 •no" 1h1s weekend n nd lcmpern· 
t~•$ that nri· JU~l nbo,·e fr~ezing Sunday.- Pr ice s11id 
"People thrnf.. 1ha1 "inll!r is over in March . bu 1 we 1yµ1cal· 
ly get roldt't W••nthe•r up into eurly Apnl." 
oame weal.her ae f'londu • • 
Are" weather •• hkel> 10 con11nu .. to be dry dunng the 
month o( February, Pnte •111d The Charleston area had 
only 15 duyll of prec1p1tal1on 1n Jonuary with 5 inches of 
11nowfoll. 
Price >ntd next week "'ill be warmer. bu l weak cold 
fronts arc ~1 111 lo be 1"1<peclcd 
In comparison. Janunry 1994 •nw o IOl.<ll of 14 inches of 
precipitation. 
Temperatures should be olxlul overage ID Fcbru11ry. The 
longtime overage for f'ebru~ry is 38 dcgTee~. 
·TherP hn!I hrt'n no orcumulntion of polnr inir rrom Lh~ 
a relic dend1ng cold oir our way.• Pnce said. "All or th~ 
s torm p111h- huw bet•n northerly 1. we\·e been hn,•ing the 
Thursday nfternoon's hieh wns :JG deKrl!eB. 
Staff report 
FROM PAGE ONE 
t ,..,.,,,,, Pol!•" IA 
nl • w 1h~ OC'lt for re1rum:mng the pro-
1-mrm• .. md "•• lhuu~ht 11 would be n !!ood 
t1111« to J.:t.-•t nur rnt•:'~u,::e out ... :'-aid 
prol, ... ,,.r I );.,\'t1 ,,,•flH. ~1 Junior "·restlcr 
1.A'1th ,,,.,, \••ttn- of,1lig1l1alu~· rc111n1runr; 
,.,.J .. rn- rq><•fl••lll~· wn• •i~k Thursday 
~··n1uu1\ " ndJUl.l\'jul11lil" for l:J'qlnll'nl, 
.1111 '"il ... 1•n .... ,,."·1111 .•~"-•~E.wt to .Jvr11:t, 
,,.,~. "1111 r"'"'"''" .11\1•r lht• ffijn:h :uni 
-•Ud tht· c )( ·t< hu!'" .lJ.:ft:tod to rL•\"lt'\\ on 
.llt•·m.111\1 pn.po •. 11 Imm th< .cllool tha1 
'\\11ulJ .1n<luclt• th1 n.•uut.1lt•n1l•nt of thr 
'"" h·.un .... 
•\\,. hu1• 1h.11 1r th"' .m:epl lh•• P"",. 
-1un ... 11f th.1t prupu:-•11. \\ l' \\ oultf lk• uhli' lo 
r•·1n ... 1.1t1· '' r,· .. thn~ .md n1t·.n·.: ..:"-'lmmmg.-
~tl ... ,•n -...ud 
""'" .. jutl ~tu· did t\Hl knO\\ \\'ht!n Lhc 
,,h1 1(1I "'l,. ~'"' .1 n•pl\· tu 1\.. . nl'''- pn>posaj 
0Jon1:-- .:-~1111 \\'1"lhu~du,\· hc.· cxpt..'<'tt.od n repl~· 
"11h1n iv.·n \\\llt.'k" 
~t 1kt• ~lt."K.1\ •• t J1tn1ur .:-.'-''1mn1t·r. fiH1cJ 
th1• .11hle•t•·• h1·~.1n Jllnnning the pr<ttl'fit 
Tu1'Slhl\ 
..,,,,. 1:.tlih.•t.•s'1 ht"'.\t'f ~UJ;S:t.'rl~ that 
th,• .tudc•nt>< cuulrl do -omethtng. and 1.lu• 
tit whut \\t• (";tmt• up \\'ttJ1; stud (•:.tnna 
('" mc-1an1 ont· of the man\ female s~·1m· 
ml'<' "h" mJrth<od 111 •UPPort nflht• mnll' 
11thlt.1 lA.":o-
Tht lll'OUP 111•<1 f1•1Hured l«'\·ernl non· 
n1hl1•U• ~lUd<'nl# .ind 111 ll'n..i onr fnruh\ 
m .. mbo-r Engliih profr•Mr o .. , .• d 
£~r- -
......  .... . _  
"-X. ....._ ... "' (~~--­
...,....,..~ •.. ,~ 
_.....,. 
c...... ...... 
-:. ., .... # 
~ 1" .,....., ,.....,...,._, 
..._.,... ..,.~ 
~- P"t'I -""'-
,li1 ...... ,. 
-""· ,..,. ~ "·~ ............. 
• 
NIGHT STAFF 
I .At_. Iii P........, 
'*" .... ..--• 
....... " \ ... 
.... r,,..... 
............ 
''We hope if they 
accept the provi-
sions ... we would 
be able to reinstate 
wrestling and m en js 
swimming." 
- Jill Nilscn 
Pn•Mdc11(s special assistant 
<~~t.rpt.·ntt.•r 
Tht• protc•t dr~w fe\\ SJ>(>('lrllOr;t. but 
~t.·\1eml molor11'ot:- on L1nc.·oln A\·cnur 
honked tht>rr horn• "' support of th~ 
pnJLl'>'l<'l'l' 
Tlw gruup marclw<l for ulxmt 25 mm· 
u1e~ chon11ng ·~ove 1he males- nnd 
•R.-inMll!t•, 11 ·~ nul lllo ln~·· hcofu"• m.irch· 
1ni: nround th<' rc~l of cnmplli 11nd tl'lUm· 
m~ 10 Old ;llum ul)Ou\ :lO ;nmutcs later 
01"'1p1x11nu'Cl Lluu L11ey wcr< unable U> 
~ddrcss ~1th1•r .Jorn~ or ALll!euc D1Nctor 
Rob McA<><· dirt'<'ll>- the group disperse<! 
shonl~ alkr I p m 
·1 undr•,..umd thcr'\' "Crc nboul 65 or 
70 pl'oplr out there." ;uud :llcBet>. who 
wa• in n me«1mi: dunng the mon:h. ·11 
was \'Cl) Pl>••ceful. und there wen!1t't nny 
problrm.~ • 
Chicago auorney Bob Smith, fos1.er 
fut.her of Eosiem wrestler Tim Fix. has 
octl?d oa legal counl!l'I for the wnsllers 
nnd sw11nmen1. He hod previously threat· 
cned n lnwsuH against the school if the 
ll1tU11R \V{•rc noL reinst.al«i. 
Smith SJ11d Thursday that Jorns' new 
propose! likely would -delay or eliminate 
th., nl'l'<l for II su11 agrunsL the university 
or th1• Board or Gir.•emors. 
It "·1• nol clear 1'hur6dn) night lhl' 
nd .. Smith" threay,nf'd suit played in the 
•ubmr••llln of llw Ol'" proposal. Smith 
<md h1• lir<l lhr<'RtenNl the suit Ix-fort' 
Jo-n- tl~\Ul'•l1-d 1n ~mber lO re<>pPn 
nl'l?Ollituun< "11h 1h~ OCR. En.:;wm ott.or· 
OP\' Fn-d llrmnch osn1d Thursda\' Joms 
mndt' th.11 rc11u.,.t before hea'nng or 
Sm11h's threntened suit 
·W,t'rc c"rlumly going 10 bold off on 
uny uc1111n • Sm1Lh ~nitl "We have indicot· 
cd lo llc1nrich. nnd Or. Jams Md IBOGl 
Chnnn·llur IThnmu•J J,ayzell lhnl our 
lntl'rl'•l hns nlwnv~ OC'<'n rcinslt!tmg the 
p rogrrun" 
"W<• promr~cd earlier I.hat we would 
hock oft ruid we would pemnl them Lime 
to rl'negotiote with Lhe OCR. We're 
delight~d w11h the proposal. nnd "e're 
delighted with lh~ lime the un.ive-rsity 
iook io di-s1f.t0 I.he p!Jln and submit 1t to 
l.ht>OCR 
"I'm hopmg lhot the pressure on the 
OC'R will ruull 10 fovorable action 
ioword EMwm'8 pion.· 
LUNCH SPECIALS 
• Tuna Salad Sandwich 
on croissant with cup 
of soup or salad 
• Mushroom and chee9l! 
omeletu muffin and 
choice of fruit or salad 
I 
• Ash with macaroni and 




•Chl~klon Stir Fry 
(-~1 -\11-~l -\ll \'il'I 
I\ r~ \ \I( I "'l'C-'. 




Bron musicians from 
acroea Illinois will gather 
FridllY for EJru Brl188 Day. 
The event, which orga-
nizer• want lo make an 
11nnual occurrence, will ' 
feature claues and an 
ol\.emoon performance in 
the Doudna F'ine Arts 
Cent.er. 
"It will baatcally be a 
symposium for brass play-
ers lll Utinois. • said Chris 
Snulh. coordinator of the 
day. 
The finale will be a free, 
public concert at 3 p.m. in 
the Ovomk Concert Holl in 
the Doudna Fine Arts 
Cent.er. •'eatured perform-
ers include l[uosl soloist 
Kenneth Kroese.be from 
Lenoir-Rhyne College in 
Hickory, N.C., lhe ElU 
Bras• Choir, the Faculty 
Braaa Quintet and three 
high echool choir& 
About 150 b..u. player$ 
und band direct.ors from 15 
high schools will be on 
cempu1 Friday, a.nd stu· 
dent• will be attending 
rehearsals end clanes 
with Eastern faculty mem· 
beJ'1I from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Leaders seek 
impasse end 
CAIRO. Egypt cAP> - Th~ 
leaders of Egypt, Israel. 
Jordon and the Palestinians 
held an unprecedented sum· 
nlll Thursdoy LO try to revive 
the faltering peace process 
nnd overt further bloodshed 
The meelins represented a 
d r nmnlic show of unity 
among larael and its three 
Arab peace partners. Bul dis· 
1llusionmcnl with lhe Israel· 
PLO ag reement runs deep. 
and I.heir obility to stem mur· 
dcrous 11Uocks by Islamic 
milltnnts w119 uncerLOin at 
be.81.. 
The key players, larueli 
Prime M101s\er Yiahak 
Rabin ond PLO chairman 
Vasser ~)';..were bound to 
find it di to make the 
neceH11ry concessions since 
I.heir poait1oos al home are 
already prec:ariol(Sly weak. 
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The Daily Easter n News
Black History Month
Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or less.
Theme: What Legacy Should We Leave?
2. Deadline – Feb. 17th, 1995
Bring entries to the News Office,
Buzzard Building by 4 pm, Feb. 17th.
3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black
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Bar Rail Drinks $225
Strawberry Daiquiries &
Pina Colada’s only $225
Weekends Are Made For
Lasagna,Veggies & 
Side Salad $450
w/ coffee or tea 
Italian Chicken Dinner 
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Gourmet Coffee of the Day:
Macadamia Nut &
French Vanilla
Free Giveaway Sign up now in ‘Grinders’ for a Cappuccino machine($372 Value).  Drawing will be February 14th.
Karaoke 8:00pm
Your New Off-Campus Study Place
Open Late  –          If You Stay.
Mon.–Thurs. 7:30-2am • Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am • Sun 11am-11pm
Pool $150 • Pool/Restaurant age 21 • Never a Cover
         
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said Thursday they are sur-
prised at how quickly a bill
calling for the elimination of
the Board of Governors is
moving through the state
Legislature.
The House Higher Ed-
ucation Committee voted 9-0
Wednesday on a bill to replace
the BOG and Board of
Regents with individual gov-
erning bodies for seven of the
eight universities in the two
systems.
The BOG is the governing
body for Eastern, Western
Illinois, Northeastern Illinois,
Chicago State and Governors
State universities.
The bill is expected to go to
before the full House for a
vote either today or early next
week, said Rep. Mike Weaver,
R-Ashmore, sponsor of the
bill. Weaver said if the bill
passes through the Leg-
islature, an individual govern-




vastly improves the chances of









B o a r d
spokeswom-
an Michelle
Brazell said BOG staff and
trustees were not surprised
the bill passed out of commit-
tee. They were concerned,
however, with the rapid pace
at which the bill is proceeding
through the Legislature.
“It is disappointing that the
bill is moving so quickly
because we have not even
seen a copy of the bill yet,”
Brazell said. “We are going to
see what happens in the next
few weeks before we make a
move on the issue.”
The board decided at its
Jan. 19 meeting to remain
neutral toward the bill and be
ready to offer information on
the BOG system to those who
request it. Brazell said the
board might not have a chance
to examine the bill before it
goes to the House floor.
“What we are doing now is
in the best interest of the
board,” Brazell said. “It is
unlikely that the bill will con-
tinue to move so rapidly
because I know there is a lot
of skepticism among members
of the House.”
Faculty Senate Chairman
John Allison agreed that the
bill’s fast movement could be
detrimental to Eastern.
“Given that the bill was
introduced the day (the
Legislature) began to act on it,
the speed of approval may be
so great as to prevent full and
complete deliberation,” Allison
said.
Brazell said House mem-
bers are concerned about the
cost implications of eliminat-
ing the board. Weaver’s bill
contends that eliminating the
board will save the five BOG
universities a total of $3.2 mil-
lion in administrative expens-
es that now go toward the
board annually.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant
to Eastern President David
Jorns, said she is keeping
close contact with legislators
to stay informed about the
status of the bill.
“Since this bill is moving so
quickly, it says that legislators
are concerned with higher
education,” Nilsen said. 





Campus police arrested an
Eastern student for criminal
trespassing Saturday evening
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Hadrian Hooks, 20, was
arrested at approximately
12:50 a.m. Saturday after
attending a Union dance.
Hooks, who had been banned
from campus until further
notice for unspecified reasons,
had previously been notified of
the ban by the Judicial Affairs
Office.
Hooks posted $100 bond
and was released pending a
court date.
In other campus and
Charleston police cases, a
Charleston church was broken
into and vandalized sometime
between Jan. 25 and Sat-
urday.
The amount of damage to
the Church of the Nazarene,
1403 Monroe Ave., has not
been determined yet.
According to the police
report, matches were lit and
thrown on the floor, leaving
burn marks on a rug. Candles
taken from a wall of the
church were also lit and
burned on a desk in the pas-
tor’s study.
The report said bottles of
fingernail polish remover and
toilet-bowl cleaner were also
dumped on the floor and walls.
A basement fire extinguish-
er was emptied throughout
the basement, and two space
heaters were plugged in and
left on. Two other candles
were also lit and left burning.
A state crime scene special-
ist collected evidence at the
scene. No suspects were listed
in the report. 
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1995
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
It’s ideas like the parking garage that
the Student Senate should purge from its
system.
This idea, along with ones such as the
dean’s l ist proposal and the statue of
Livingston C. Lord, is the kind of thing that
damages the credi-
bil ity of the senate
and hurts its recent
grass roots efforts to
help the students.
Student Senate members came up with
the idea in mid-January as an attempt to
solve student complaints about parking.
After a week’s deliberation, a committee
was named to look into the idea.
“We don’t know where we would put it,
what type of garage it would be, what it
would cost or how we would pay for it,”
senate member Dave Greenstein said.
“Once we get the possibilities down, we’ll
take it from there.”
The proposal  should go nowhere.
Recent  r eports  have ca l led a park ing
garage a last option in eliminating parking
problems. Senate members should have
done some cursory resear ch between
announcing the idea and naming a parking
committee to look into the idea.
A better idea to get more parking is to
petition the city to live up to the universi-
ty-city partnership and remove some of the
no parking signs from nearby side streets.
This would allow of f-campus students to
park near the school in the morning.
The senate could also push for another
parking lot, but everyone should be careful
of turning Eastern into a concrete/blacktop
jungle.
But in reality, the issue should have
never come up as it did.
Recently, the senate has been going to
the students with basic grassroots ideas.
They’re beginning to build up credibility.
But unmolded and impractical ideas that
won’t work only hurt the Student Senate as
a whole. It hurts them in the eyes of the
students and doesn’t help them in getting
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Good laws lead to the making of




A small city near the
Wisconsin-Illinois border is
finding its no-tolerance policy
may be the only thing to save
children from the streets,
even if it means restricting its
citizens from embracing cer-
tain fashion trends.
City leaders from Harvard,
Ill. adopted the “no-gang
apparel” ordinance hoping it
would deter adolescents from
joining gangs. While it has
been met with some criticism,
most of which stem from the belief the ordinance
goes against basic First Amendment rights, officials
are pleased with the results thus far.
Currently, the ordinance “forbids any public action,
clothing or display that even suggests gang affilia-
tion.” Penalties were recently raised from a $400 to
$500 fine, and now offenders can face up to six
months in jail.
“When you’re a community on the brink, you
either decide to do something about gangs or you
just accept the consequences,” said City Manager
David Nelson. 
Harvard also bans public display of gang-related
jewelry, colors and sports jackets. 
But even with its criticism, Harvard is instigating a
positive step other communities should take into
practice. With the ever-increasing rise of gang-relat-
ed violence, it is imperative for city officials to
enforce stricter laws against gangs. And while
receiving a warning or fine for wearing a hat back-
ward may seem like tyranny, it is an action which
begins a domino effect which could eventually save
more children’s lives.
Gang violence is becoming a daily fact of life for
thousands of school children in the Chicago area.
Even suburbs that were once praised as the
American bedroom communi-
ty are being branded as har-
vesting grounds  for juvenile
delinquency.
And these grounds are
becoming a battlefield for any
race, any sex, any economic
group at any age. 
But gang violence is no
longer isolated to the inner-
cities. High schools in south-
ern Illinois are finding some
students dabbling in gang
activity.
While it does not have the knife fights and gang
shootings of Chicago-area schools, Charleston High
School has noticed some indicators which could be
interpreted as students interest in gangs.
According to an official at the high school, gang
symbols have popped up on lockers and notebooks.
Noting this as most likely “wannabe” activity,
Charleston High School officials chose not to wait
until the problem overtakes the school.
One measure school officials have taken is to ban
hats. Stating the policy as one of protocol, it also hin-
ders students from spreading a gang throughout the
school.
If citizens and schools are truly fearful for their
children’s lives, as well as their own, they need to
pool their strengths together and begin a counter-
attack. Preventive measures such as the city of
Harvard and Charleston High School’s is a battle won
in the war against gangs. 
More importantly, parents, teachers and others in
a community need to begin their own no-tolerance
ordinances – and work to destroy the virus which
sickens our streets and schools.
– Elizabeth Raichle is managing editor and a regu-
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This is a response to the Jan. 30
letter “Salon represents bigger
problem within race relations”
written by Ryan Hardin-Lorde.
Although I agree with him in that
a salon specializing in services for
African Americans is needed, I
found some of his statements to
be offensive.
My problem has nothing to do
with establishing a salon which
caters to the needs of African
Americans. In previous semesters
– while rooming with African
American students – I noticed they
were forced to rely on friends to
give them haircuts.
When I heard of the proposed
salon in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, I was convinced
that it was a long-needed addition
to the college community.
My questioning of Hardin-
Lorde’s statement regards his
assumption that because a few
whites have complained about the
salon, all whites resent the addi-
tion.
He goes on to make the ridicu-
lous insinuation that the white stu-
dents – in an attempt to preserve
their majority privileges – are
organizing in some conspiracy to
deny hair service to anyone who
does not have straight hair.
Hardin-Lorde further states that
the needs of Asians, Hispanics,
Native Americans and whites are
all the same. I would have to dis-
agree. The needs of people vary
greatly not only between ethnic
backgrounds but also within these
groups.
Hardin-Lorde says he “Is sorry if
I put whites, Asians, Hispanics and
Native Americans down, but I’m
writing to uphold the black race
and the privileges we deserve.”
While I strongly admire his con-
cern, as well as active participation
in the struggle for rights, I am con-
cerned by his excuse that it is
alright to “put” others “down” to
achieve your goals.
Hardin-Lorde’s methods can
only lead to further polarization of
our college campus. After all,
imagine his reaction if I had writ-




















The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concern-
ing any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author’s address and tele-
phone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at
the discretion of the edit page edi-
tor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
Column policy
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages readers to submit guest
columns concerning any topic or
issue that may be relevant to our
readership.
Columns should be restricted to
no more than two typewritten
double-spaced pages and must
include the author’s name and tele-
phone number.
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TOP 10 REASONS FOR
ORDERING A PIZZA FROM
JERRY’S THIS WEEKEND:
10.The tires on your bike were slashed.
9.Your oven won’t heat up.
8.Your microwave was stolen.
7.The pizzas in your ice box have expired.
6.You have unexpected company for the weekend.
5.You can refrigerate leftovers and have them for
breakfast.
4. Dorm food does not satisfy your appetite this
weekend.
3. Pizza contains the four basic food groups.
2.You decided to throw a weekend party.
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Lg. Two Ingredient 
Pizza & Qt. of Coke
Exp. 02-10-95
Lg. Single Ingredient
Pizza & Qt. of Coke
Exp. 02-10-95
Sm. Single Ingredient
Pizza & Qt. of Coke
Exp. 02-10-95
Sm. Two Ingredient 
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•Simple Minds •Water Boys
By APRIL MORRIS
Staff writer
Six Student Senate mem-
bers traveled to Springfield
this week to urge state legis-
lators to support the recently




Keith Ryniak, Jason Stipp,
Rick Tucker and Chris
Boyster traveled to the state
capital Tuesday to express
their support for the $58 mil-
lion budget recently ap-
proved for 1996 for Eastern
by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education.
“We need it,” Greenstein
said. “It’s not a matter of
extras; we need it.”
The senate members spoke
with Rep. Mike Weaver, R-
Ashmore; Sen. Harry “Babe”
Woodyard, R-Chrisman; Rep.
Karen Hasara, R-Springfield;
and Rep. Terry Deering, D-
Nashville.
Senate members told the
lawmakers about power out-
ages in Coleman Hall last fall
when old circuit breakers
failed and the “deplorable
state of the married housing,”
Greenstein said.
“We told them how graphic
design students have to drive
to the U of I (University of
Illinois-Urbana) to use a
color printer because there
aren’t any in the library,” he
added.
Boyster said significant
improvements can be made
on campus if the $58 million
budget, a 4.9 percent or $2.7
million increase over this
year’s budget, is approved by
the Legislature.
Although the legislators
didn’t make any promises,
Greenstein said, the senate
members were able to “lay
out the groundwork” and see
how Springfield is run.
The senate is planning
another trip to Springfield in
March when the General
Assembly is scheduled to vote




A panel organized to
address students’ attitudes
about sex and AIDS erupted
into a debate over what roles
morals, family and the Bible
should play in people’s sex
lives Thursday night.
About 75 people turned out
in Taylor Hall to listen to
“Students Attitudes About Sex
and AIDS,” a panel sponsored
by the Delta Sigma Theta
sorority for AIDS Awareness
Week.
“I can’t give you my opinion,
but I’m going to give you what
the Bible says,” said member
of the three-person panel Sha-
meco Moore. Moore represent-
ed the view of abstinence for
religious reasons.
Other panelists included
Jim Pierson, an AIDS patient
and theater arts department
staff member, and Melika
Embry, an unmarried, sexual-
ly active student.
“The things that we’re advo-
cating now, we weren’t years
ago,” Moore said. “I’m not
going to lower my standards,
and I’m going to stand on that
until the day I die.”
The discussion of HIV and
AIDS was mostly sidetracked
by an exchange about how
children should be educated
about sex and AIDS and
whether condoms should be
available in schools.
“Why should we give them a
stick of dynamite and a match
and say it’s something they
shouldn’t do?” Moore said.
Pierson advocated making
condoms available in schools
but stressed the importance of
education both in the home
and in schools.
“I think it’s really important
that young people, by the time
they’re of age to be sexually
active, should know what love
involves,” he said. He also
advocated the issue of mastur-
bation.
“If you are so horny you’re
going to pop, God gave you two
perfectly good hands,” Pierson
said.
Panel members blamed tele-
vision for some youths’ sexual
activity.
“I think it’s important that if
we are going to see a couple
having sex on TV that they use
a condom,” Pierson said. “I’d
like to see them sitting on a
couch, holding hands rather
than hopping in the sack and
getting sweaty.”
Despite the moral and reli-
gious tangents, Delta Sigma
Theta member and panel mod-
erator Kim Purham said the
panel was worthwhile and
served its goal.
“My goal was to get students
to think about it,” she said. “I
wish we did discuss a bit more
about HIV, but I think we got
some students thinking about
it. It did what it was supposed
to do.”
Panel debates morality of sex
Senate lobbies Springfield
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Some of the fears are founded.
Many white students and profes-
sors say they have heard black
students label their white peers as
racist.
Tasha Johnson, president of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority, said
the fear of being called a racist
keeps some people from even men-
tioning the topic.
“(White students) have the fear
of being called racist,” Johnson
said. “Today racism is more under-




People often wonder what cre-
ates the tense mood in a classroom
when an instructor asks the lone
black student a question.
The answer, students and facul-
ty say,  is  that instructors will
unknowingly use awkward lan-
guage when asking a black student
for a comment. Or worse, they’ll
use that student as a spokesperson
for the African-American race.
“There is no question (tension)
exists,” Eckert said. “The faculty
need to be more sensitive to
putting one student on the spot. It
is  really unfair to the student
when one is asked to speak for a
whole race of people.”
Other faculty and students
agree that awkward wording by
instructors, while unintentional,
can lead to some students feeling
awkward in a classroom environ-
ment.
“Instructors need to do some-
thing to break the ice, especially in
freshman courses, to open up the
line of communication,” said Ceci
Brinker, assistant director of stu-
dent activities/minority affairs,
who is black. “This will create a
class climate that is positive for all
students.”
Some say both the specific lan-
guage used and the basic commu-
nication between student and
instructor play a key role in break-
ing down these social barriers.
Lisa Garrison, executive direc-
tor of the Multi-Cultural Student
Union, who is white, said using
proper language is  the key to
avoiding awkward situations.
“I think tension comes in when
faculty members ask a black stu-
dent ‘What do you think of this?’ ”
Garrison said.
Garrison said this type of vague
questioning often implies the
instructor is asking a black stu-
dent to share the views of  al l
African Americans.  That puts
pressure on the student because
now classmates aren’t seeing him
or her as a peer but rather as the
representative of an entire ethnic
group, she said.
Johnson said sometimes instruc-
tors are insensitive to black stu-
dents in a predominately white
classroom.
“I feel that some teachers ask
questions or give examples that
are more generally geared toward
white people,” Johnson said.
Sometimes academic advisers
seem awkward dealing with black
students, said Johnson, who is one
of few African-American students
in the Lumpkin College of
Business.
“I think maybe some instructors
really need to have some sort of




What is the end result on society
as a result of this tension? Some
professors and students warn the
lack of discussion, coupled with a
tense feeling between students,
will translate into a societal pres-
sure cooker that could explode.
“Unless there is an understand-
ing, it is likely to explode,” said
William Colvin, chairman of the
Afro-American studies depart-
ment. “It’s the tension that contin-
ues to grow when minority stu-
dents get to the point when it
seems ‘I can’t do anything about it.
What do I do next?’
“When you get to the point when
it seems you can nothing, what can
you do? There’s nothing left but an
explosion. I’m just as afraid of that
as anyone else,” Colvin added.
Eckert said a lot of the anger
within minority communities
comes from being “frozen out of the
American dream.
“If  that trend continues,  I
wouldn’t doubt there would be an
explosion,” Eckert said.
The only way it can be coun-
tered, Colvin said, is through dis-
cussion – not only at the collegiate
level, but by parents and leaders.
“It’s necessary to have to discuss
(racial issues), and I think proba-
bly professors, parents and leaders
are going to have lead our students
into understanding what it is,”
Colvin said. “It turns out that we
have given the wrong interpreta-
tion from the start.
“Racism is not what the problem
is. That’s what they call it. It is
really white supremacy. That may
be the reason students don’t want
to discuss it .  They don’t  know
what the problem is, or they know
what the real problem is, but they
don’t really know how to attack it
or quell it.”
Lack of discourse creates tension between races
† From Page 1A
Anonymity provides a safe soapbox
Editor’s note: No matter how
much people fear discussing
any subject, anonymity seem-
ingly provides anyone a safe
soapbox to voice their opin-
ions. The following quotes are
from white students, who
spoke on the condition of
anonymity, about race:
Todd, a senior:
“I really don’t think that I am a
racist, but I’ll admit I have some
prejudices. I don’t dislike blacks or
Asians or whatever, but certain
actions by people of a certain
race bother the hell out of me, like
the gang-banger attitude of some
blacks or the hick attitude of some
whites. It isn’t actually any partic-
ular race, but the negative stereo-
types of races people cling to that
bother me.”
Craig, a junior:
“There is so much hatred
among races that I think the
future looks rough. Way too many
people plain out hate blacks or
vice-versa. That is why I am send-
ing in for my gun owner’s card.
Not that I personally hate blacks
but if something should break I
doubt if anyone asks me how I
feel before they beat me over the
head with a pipe in some riot.”
Karen, a sophomore:
“Since I come from Chicago
and a diverse background, I have
no problem communicating with
(blacks). But I can plainly see
many other whites who look intim-
idated or uncomfortable in an
environment of blacks. I pray they
get it together by graduation
because you can’t hide in the real
world like you can on this cam-
pus.”
Beth, a sophomore:
“Since I come from a rural area
with no blacks, I do sometimes
feel uncomfortable in certain situ-
ations. I wish I didn’t, but there is
a communication barrier. But it
does get easier now that I’m (at
Eastern), so I am happy about
that.”
Christine, a freshman:
“I feel sorry for the black com-
munity on campus because they
seem so independent. It is not
because they want to be, but it is
just the way it is, I think. They
have Miss Black EIU and stuff but
nothing to combine blacks with
whites. And how would you feel if
you were a small minority on a
campus full of white students and
mostly white teachers? You would
probably hang around with only
your group, too.”
Joshua, a senior:
“If racism isn’t one of our
nation’s biggest problems, then I
don’t know what is. It is obvious to
me that there is intense racial ten-
sion almost everywhere if you
look for it. (On campus) it is so
well covered up that problems
don’t seem to come up too much.
But I wouldn’t be surprised if
something broke down one day.”
Doug, a junior:
“It is difficult for me because
some of the people I hang around
with are pretty prejudiced. They’ll
call blacks ‘niggers’ or whatever
pretty often. Of course, it is not to
their face, but still. I honestly don’t
use these slurs like my friends,
but I don’t say anything when they
say it, either. So I feel guilty in a
way because I respect all people.
I think that is the situation a lot of
white people are in, but you have
to realize that if you sleep with
dogs, you wake up with fleas.”
Jeremy, a junior:
“I’m sick and tired of all this
racism. People are going to like
who they want to like. If it
doesn’t result in violence,
then let them be. And if it
does, then start stiffening up
on race-related crimes. It is a
fact that prejudices are
taught, so until we start
teaching our children what
is right, it really doesn’t
matter what the hell you
try to beat into people’s
heads.”
Chris, a female senior:
























racist? They will defi-
nitely relay that attitude
to their kids. So the future is
definitely up in the air.”
Julie, a freshman:
“As long as whites keep think-
ing that too much has already
been done for blacks, and blacks
feel that more needs to be done
there will never be peace.
Personally I think that more needs
to be done for blacks. But I am
only one person and so many
(whites) don’t think that way.”
Eastern’s third African-
American Read-In-Chain in
celebration of Black History
Month is scheduled for 2 p.m.
Sunday.
The Eastern District of the
Illinois Association of Teachers
of English will host the event
in the Paris Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Linda Calendrillo, an assis-
tant professor of English, said
she is excited to host the event.
“As far as I know, I’m the
only one who has ever done it
here,” she said.
The central sponsor of the
event is the Black Caucus of
the National Council for
Teachers of English. The focus
of the caucus is on small read-
ing groups around the country
to encourage reading African-
American authors, Calendrillo
said.
Participants in the read-in
should bring any type of litera-
ture written by an African-
American author. Novels,
short stories, poetry and even
textbooks or children’s books
are appropriate, she said.
“I would love to have a lot of
people,” Calendrillo said.
“Even children can come.”
The gathering is free and
open to the public.
– Staff report
Black author reading celebration slated for Sunday
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Alison Cromwell Christy Gerber
Kara Hocking Maureen Leary
Stacey McDermott Amelia Nelson
Amy Ragusa Tania Reber
Mindie Rief Jeni Schmitz
Susan Shreder Heather Silke
3.0 to 3.49
Tara Benson Tammy Birch 
Debbie Blake Kristi Bruce 
Betsy Butler Stephanie Crase
Jana Freese Rachel Gudeman 
Arin Gullett Joanna Hanley
Julie Hartke Christy Hoessli
Jen James Tara Jennings
Kari Kaiser A.J. Kieffer 
Jennifer Lang Shari Lyman 
Kathy McGowan Keely Miller 
Laura Moore Stacey Moore 
Tracie Mulholland Erin Murphy
Paige Parker Teresa Parker 
Courtney Rakow Nadine Ruggio 
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AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?





NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO DO,
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Friday &SaturdayNew Appetizer Specials:
25¢ Wings, poppers, 
& pizza straws. 
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at 10 pm 
Grand Ballroom
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“As it stands right now, the university is still
bound by the original agreement.”
Jorns went on to explain how the OCR’s origi-
nal proposal to Eastern called for the addition of
women’s soccer (which has already been added
for 1995-96) and women’s golf in 1995-96 and
women’s field hockey and gymnastics for 1996-
97.
Jorns and Eastern Athletic Director Bob
McBee have contended that neither the neces-
sary funding nor student interest exists to add
field hockey and gymnastics for women at
Eastern – a situation they say forced the elimi-
nation of wrestling and men’s swimming called
for in the original agreement.
Even with the elimination of wrestling and
men’s swimming, Eastern’s 1995-96 male-to-
female athlete ratio will not be proportional and
will not be proportional with the ratio of male-
to-female students on Eastern’s campus. With
the reinstatement of wrestling and men’s swim-
ming and the addition of women’s golf, those
numbers would fall even further short of propor-
tionality.
Although the membership of a women’s golf
team likely would not offset that of the wrestling
and men’s swimming teams, Eastern would
hope to prove by 2000 that it meets the “inter-
ests and abilities prong” of the Title IX test, a
test the university would hope supersedes the
“proportionality ratio prong” of the Title IX test.
Eastern attorney Fred Heinrich said
Thursday the university is currently taking
steps to show such is true and would hope to
demonstrate that fact by 2000.
Whether that would be enough to convince
OCR to accept the new proposal, Heinrich did
not know.
“I don’t know what they’re going to do,”
Heinrich said. “We think it’s a reasonable pro-
posal, and we think it’s one they should accept.
We’re hopeful they will.”
Thursday’s announcement of the new propos-
al prompted some athletes to ask why the uni-
versity did not make such a proposal during last
fall’s negotiations.
“There’s a long explanation for this,” Heinrich
said. “The OCR gave us information, the region-
al office in Chicago gave us information, to
believe that this would never have been accept-
ed by them.”
Meanwhile, the big question Eastern’s
wrestlers and men’s swimmers are asking is if
their teams will be reinstated.
“It’s a possibility,” McBee said. “(The OCR is)
probably under more pressure nationally than
they were when we signed the (original) agree-
ment.
“I have no way to speculate on that. We have
a signed agreement with them, and if they
reopen the negotiations, maybe there’s a chance.
But until they do that, we can’t do anything.”
Pitch
† From Page 8A
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
With only three meets left in the regular
wrestling season, the Panthers need to start to
get in post-season form.
Today’s meet at Northern Illinois Univ-
ersity, a team in Eastern’s regional, will have a
direct effect on Eastern’s post season.
“This is a very big meet for us,” coach Ralph
McCausland said. “This meet will determine
some seeds in the qualifying tournament at
the end of the season.”
One match in particular, the 118-pound
weight class, will be important. Eastern’s
David Pena and Northern’s Shannon Gregory
will square off, and the winner will most likely
be seeded in first in the region.
“I just have to push him, outlast him and
not make any mental errors,” Pena said. “I
know what to expect because I’ve seen him
wrestle before.”
Pena has seen teammate Eirik Gustafson
wrestle Gregory “three or four times” and
Gustafson never beat him.
“He tries to control the match by tying up a
lot,” Pena said of Gregory’s wrestling style.
“He’s real tough on top, so I’ve got to make
sure I can get out.”
McCausland said there are a few key
matches that the Panthers will have to take
over the Huskies.
“The key matches for us are at 118, 126,
134, 167 and at heavyweight,” McCausland
said. “If we can win those, we’d be in good
shape.”
Besides Pena’s match at 118, it will take
strong performances from Gustafson (126),
Adam Zayed (134), Tim Fix (167) and Pete
Kozlow (heavyweight).
McCausland said the Panthers are in pretty
good shape going into today’s match.
“Dave’s shoulder is pretty much healed up
and Adam has been wrestling on his ankle, so
it doesn’t seem to be bothering him any more,”
McCausland said. “The guys should be pretty
pumped up going in there.”
The meet is the first since the Panthers’
Sunday showed a lack of intensity against
15th-ranked Indiana and got beat 40-4.
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KARI SWIFT/Photo editor
Eastern wrestlers and swimmers, with several supporters, march Thursday afternoon in front
of Old Main in protest of last fall’s elimination of wrestling and men’s swimming. In a develop-
ment related to but apparently not prompted by the protest, Eastern President David Jorns later
in the day submitted a new proposal to the federal government that would save the two teams. 
Jorns makes new pitch to OCR
By ROBERT MANKER
Senior reporter
Eastern would reinstate its
wrestling and men’s swimming
teams and add a women’s golf
team during the 1996-97 aca-
demic year under provision of a
new agreement with the U.S.
Department of Education’s
Office of Civil Rights proposed
Thursday by Eastern President
David Jorns.
The new proposal comes
after Jorns’ efforts to reopen
last fall’s gender-equity, or Title
IX, compliance negotiations
with the OCR. Those negotia-
tions ended with an agreement
by Eastern to eliminate wrest-
ling and men’s swimming and
to attain gender equity in ath-
letics by the fall of 1998.
Two additional requests
Jorns made under the new pro-
posal were to extend to 2000
the time Eastern has to achieve
gender equity and to retain all
other features of the original
agreement.
The OCR invited alternative
proposals from the school in a
Jan. 25 response to Jorns’
December request to reopen the
negotiations.
If accepted by the OCR,
Eastern would, by the 1996-97
academic year, offer 11 sports
for men and 10 for women
rather than the nine for both
genders provided for in the
original agreement.
Jorns said Wednesday he
expects within two weeks a
reply from the OCR on the new
proposal.
“The news from the OCR is
encouraging,” Jorns said Thurs-
day in a prepared statement.
“Only if and when OCR app-
roves all provisions of Eastern’s
proposal can the university
move forward with plans to
restore men’s wrestling and
swimming and adding women’s
golf.
New plan would save men’s
teams, add women’s golf
† See PITCH Page 7A
Hoops team earns second win over Pacers
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer
When the Eastern swimming
teams takes to Lantz Pool this Friday
to face Northeastern Illinois, it will be
the last time the Panthers will bask
in the luxury of home this season –
and perhaps the last time ever for the
men’s squad.
Despite the increased possibility of
Eastern being given a time extension
to comply with Title IX compliance,
which would keep the men’s team
afloat a while longer, the men’s
squads’ current status still remains
the same.
Coach Ray Padovan, who certainly
shares in the team’s emotions, is
keeping in perspective the current
status of his teams – and is staying
focused on the 6 p.m. meet on Friday
and the 6 p.m. meet on Saturday at
St. Louis University.
“We don’t want to get sidetracked
right now,” Padovan said. “If some-
thing good happens, of course we’ll be
overjoyed. We’ve definitely gone
through a lot of emotions. And of
course, we’ll be disappointed if it all
falls through. 
“We’ve seen some rays of hope. But
it won’t effect our swimming.
“Northeastern has a fairly new pro-
gram, and we beat them for our first
meet of the year. So we shouldn’t be
taxed too hard. St. Louis is a different
story. The women beat them earlier
this season, but St. Louis had
injuries. So it will be tough for us
now. 
“For the men, they simply need to
stay focused.”
The Panther men (6-3) and women
(5-3) are both currently trying to
bounce a two-match losing streak.
Neither team participated in the meet
this past weekend in Valparaiso, due
to dangerous ice and rain conditions.
Knowing that it has been two
weeks since either team participated
in a meet, Padovan said that both
squads are eager to get back to meet
competition.
“We’re all anticipating the end com-
ing near,” he said. “Emotions are run-
ning high. Everybody is kind of quiet
and mundane in practice. There are a
lot of worries right now. So this week-
end will be good for us.”
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer
The Lady Panthers will be facing
Western Illinois, the leader of the
Mid-Continent Conference, Saturday
at 5:15 p.m. in Lantz Gym.
But Eastern is finding it hard to
be intimidated.
In fact, after a 59-52 home loss to
Eastern (10-7; 5-4 in conference) on
Jan. 5, the Westerwinds (9-8; 8-1 in
conference) may be the ones who are
intimidated.
“We know that we can beat them
here,” said Allison Lee. “It should be
easier now that we’re on our home
floor.”
But since their early season upset,
the Westerwinds have shown few
weaknesses and have breezed
through the rest of the conference
without a loss.
“I think Western is going to be
right up there (at the top of the Mid-
Continent Conference) along with
Buffalo,” head coach John Klein
said.
Both the Westerwinds and the
Lady Panthers have one thing in
common: They both have been rely-
ing on powerful defenses rather than
their offenses, which lack punch.
The Lady Panthers’ and the
Westerwinds’ defenses rank first and
second  respectively in the Mid-Con.
However, the Lady Panthers’ offense
has been inconsistent most of the
season, scoring only 63.6 points per
game, seventh in the conference. The
Westerwinds rank right after them,
scoring 63.3 points per game.
The tenacious Buffalo defense vir-
tually shut down the Lady Panthers
in the first half on Monday, which
led to Eastern’s first conference loss
at home. The Lady Panthers scored
only 18 points on 21 percent shoot-
ing, but Lee doesn’t believe that is
going to be a problem against West-
ern.
“We’re going to have to go out
there with the attitude that nothing
is going to stop us – even their
defense,” Lee said.
Monday, the Lady Panthers will
take on Missouri-Kansas City (4-12;
4-5 in conference), which defeated
the Lady Panthers 74-69 on Jan. 3,
for the final game of their five-game
home stand. The Lady Panthers are
currently 2-1 on their home stand.
Lady Panthers host Western Northeastern at LantzPool in final home meet
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor
If Eastern’s men’s basketball team
played Tennessee-Martin every night,
Johnny Moore would be the leading
candidate for the NCAA’s Player of the
Year Award.
Moore, who scored 27 in Eastern’s
previous victory against Tennessee-
Martin Dec. 3, dropped in a career-
high 32 points last night as the
Panthers were victorious 63-50 over
the Pacers in Martin, Tenn.
Moore came off the bench to hit 9 of
19 shots and 10 of 13 from the free-
throw line.
The victory pushed Eastern’s record
back over the .500 mark at 10-9 while
the Pacers of the Ohio Valley Conf-
erence dropped to 4-15.
Both teams struggled from the field
with Eastern shooting 35 percent (19-
for-54) and Tennessee-Martin 34 per-
cent (16-for-47).
Head coach Rick Samuels, speaking
in WEIU’s post-game radio interview,
commented on the poor offensive
night.
“It was an ugly offensive game,
wasn’t it,” Samuels said.
“The one thing I’m proud of, though,
is we talked to our players before the
game that we needed to defend
Tennessee-Martin. We had held them
in our game in Charleston (a 75-52
Panther victory) to the second-lowest
point total they’ve had all season. I
thought that would be the key to the
game tonight.”
Samuels’ club certainly came
through, holding the Pacers to just 19
first-half points. Demarko Wright and
DeWayne Powell, who came into the
came averaging a combined 28 points
per game, were held to just 11 total
points.
Samuels was also happy with his
team for stopping the Pacers’ hot
three-point shooting. Tennessee-
Martin was shooting 40 percent from
beyond the arc coming into last night’s
game but were shut down by the
Panther defense, making just three of
16 (19 percent) three-point shots.
Senior guard Derrick Landrus was
second in scoring for Eastern with 15
points while guard Johnny Hernandez
chipped in seven points and six
assists.
Louis Jordan, who came into the
contest with three-straight 20-point
performances, was in foul trouble all
night and did not score.
Inside: 
•A one-woman.show tells the history 
of the African-American stA:lggle. 
Page 3. 
• Local bands will storm the stage at 
the Dungeon to show that the local 
live music stene isn't dead.yet. 
Page4. 
• These guys are likely to leave your 
ears ringing, and thafs exactly what 
they want. 
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A playwright turns his 
own cry for help into 
• 
BY NATALIE GOTT 
the story 
of a lost 
generation 
AW>Or and poet James CIU!pman remembers the day hlS life started falling 
apart. 
On Nov. 22. 1963. Chapman was watching lelevtSt011 and saw theassas1· 
nation of President Kennody AJ1hough he was only 3-years-old, the vision 
has replayed in his mind many tmes 
•JA< was 1V then." Chapman said. "Bui ii wasn) a 1V VIOw 11 was maL 
YOY saw people fil<e WeJter Kronkite craddng up I kneW somelhlng dmsllc 
was happening.• 
The event instigated a dOpmsslor1 that \WUld slowtybulld lliiough the yerus. 
later when he would wnte his Ide eicperienceS in books. poems and plays. 
u I t On of lho6e plays, "Our Young Blaok Mon Ate Dying and am s rong. NobodySoomstoCare."willbepresent(ldal7p.m.Sun· 
I day In !he Grand Bailr6om of the Martin l.Uther King Jr. Uni-am power- ve~Wewupthesonof8aplislminl$1erandschool 
f U I I a m leachef in the 60's In a smalfitown In Oldnhoma. His falhet 
' was considered conll'OllelSial because he $li1ged po4ili-
B I k I caJ proleSlS, 11111 fOf mayor and wore~ QOb1ld a C ' am sUts. ralher lhell tendng IO his Chun:h 8l10 wear· 
no 111e c1e111 su1s o1 the tme. the Man I am Because his talher was so adlve 1n the 
• civil rights ho didnl spend v&IY much 
h h time with Cl'lapnan t e mot er '1wasveryjea~olmyfalher 
because he wasn't home. I wanled a country dad HkB °"'My Thl9e Sons,~ he sald. 
Beca•JSO Ns parenlS' lnllolvmenl In the 
Af • '' civil rights rTllMlOlllnl. Chapnan llXJll a r 1 c a • speaal inllNusl 1n 11. U1lll Apnl • • '*· 
whel1 ~ l.uthef King Jr. was 8s8as. From "Our Young inaled. 
B I k 16 .. f. Q\apman'°'1hisrealhelo, 1BC men Rre 'When eYOtylhlng you a.re and oo 11 
Dying and Nobody based on this mowmen~ anc1 the lelJde{ 
,, Ol lhls movement Is taken away from Seems to Care you. It's tnwmelk:; Chapman sa1c1. 
Shonly afte< heamg a - OOIT9-~ ~ rGpOl1 King's doaltl, Chapman walked oublde 
The WOl'd had SIOpped. as fat as he ia-. 
"t.'V talher was Psl'sllllng In the cat ay9ig. ·he said. ~ 
pi& who W9f8 in lhB car.I jusl A:,.:rped Nod-.li IQ WU moWlg.° 
Chapnao be&e J9S 1fle c:M rtghls ~came ID a hell 
whon ~ liel:t A~ of anger washed CM!t' hfn. and he 
siopped r;eam.no. His l)opes 51 lllSS rumecs into lear, and his 
fear turned into depmssion. 
Two years later, when he WllS 10 ye&ffl old, Chaj)rnon 
found himself siandlng In tho balhroom lrying to CUI his wnst. 
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tMain Street Cafe & Tea RoomServing Lunch & Dinner Gourmet Coffee & Tea
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Special Guest – ROGER BIGGS
Friday, Feb. 109pm - 1am
Live Band Every Thurs, Fri & SatSUNDAY $1 Cans$4 1 Gallon Party Keg
Karaoke every SundayVisit the New EIU Party Room
Wee lcc oo mm eeEIU!
Tonight
“And the Band Played On,” starring Matthew
Modine, will be presented at 8 p.m. in the
Library Lecture Hall of Booth Library.
Springfield Shaky will be performing at 9:30
p.m. at Roc’s Tavern, 410 Sixth St.
The J.C. Sanford Quartet will perform at 5:30
p.m. at Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren.
Saturday
Comedian Scott Henry will present his routine at
10 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
“And the Band Played On” will be presented at
8 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall. 
420, Superfudge, Cherry Vallance and The Flag
Boys will be performing an all-ages show at 5:30
in the Dungeon, 509 Van Buren. Admission is
$5.
Kelp, the Goatboy, and The Hate Bros. will be
performing at 10 p.m. at the Dungeon. Admis-
sion is $3.
Catherine’s Horse will be performing at 9:30
p.m. at Roc’s Tavern.
King Orange will be performing at 9 p.m. at
Ted’s Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St. Admission is
$3.
Sunday
“Our Black Men are Dying and Nobody Seems
to Care” will be presented at 7 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The Champaign-Urbana Jazz and Blues Associa-
tion presents the Fourth Annual All-Star Jazz &
Blues Blowout from 1:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
Jumer’s Castle Lodge in Urbana.
Tuesday
Playwright and educator Diane Dixon will pre-
sent “Claim the Dream,” a one-woman drama,
at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Universi-
ty Union. 
Open poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. at the Dudley
House, 895 Seventh St.
Wednesday
The Eastern Film Society presents “Robocop,”
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Years later he wrote in a
poem: “On that day I died. My
childhood was lost. Wanted to
go to the promised land, where
all is peace.”
His depression worsened in
high school. He would get into
fights with his classmates and
skip class.
He completed only a few
weeks of school at Witchita
State University before he
dropped out and moved to
Houston carrying only $1,600.
“Depression had taken over.
I was a basket case to say the
least,” he said.
But after only six weeks,
Chapman lost his house, his
car and his money. At night he
started sleeping in vacant
houses.
His sister was living in
Columbus, Ohio at the time
and invited him to visit. He
ended up staying.
In Columbus, Chapman
found himself moving from
homelesss shelters to the
streets and back to homeless
shelters. After two months
he’d had enough.
He decided, for the second
time, to take his life.
Chapman decided to jump
off  a building in front of the
Columbus Dispatch “so the
press would have to acknowl-
edge the fact that I died.
“It was an intellectual,
rational decision.”
But  he kept thinking about
his mother. He decided to
write her a letter. 
His words just flowed onto
the paper. It was almost ther-
aputic for him.  And, he began
questioning his decision to
take his life.
“Why, do I have to do this?
Why do I have to jump off this
building in front of the press?”
Within the next few
months, Chapman started
working. To relieve his dis-
tress he wrote.
He wrote about his experi-
ences and everything he saw
throughout his life. And, he
slowly came out of his depres-
sion. When he finished, he had
created his first play, “Our
Young Black Men Are Dying
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IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER AT NOBLES ♥
Other Valentines Day Arrangements
As low as $15
Balloon Bouquets As low as $13
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CONDOMINIUMS &HOTELSPackages From:$399Per person w/airfare from St. Louisor Chicago
For more InfoContact Tony345-7176
BY ROB STROUD
If the video store or movie theater comes up short, movie
buffs have another option to consider: the Eastern Film Soci-
ety.
Every Wednesday at 8:00 p.m., the Film Society screens a
different film in   the Booth Library Lecture Hall. The films
shown vary from semester to semester.
Some semesters the society shows a wide variety of film
styles, action, comedy, drama and the like. Other semesters
the films shown are from a particular film genre such as film
noir, which depicts on the darker, grittier side of life, or west-
erns.
This semester the society is concentrating on science fiction
films. Among the offerings are such popular science fiction
fare “Blade Runner, Director’s Cut” (1982), “Aliens” (1986)
and “Altered States” (1980).
The Film Society has been around for about 20 years. In
the early years, the Society was run by a handful of faculty
members as a way for movie buffs to get together and watch
films.
Over time, the society began to deteriorate because of a
shortage of funds, but never actually went out of existence,
said Joe Heumann, professor of speech communication.
The society was revived a few years ago by Heumann, one
of the faculty members who ran the society in the past.
Heumann regularly showed a wide range of films in the library
lecture room as part of his speech communication courses. 
This semester the society shows films in conjunction with
Heumann’s speech communication 4030 class.
Since he was already showing these films for his courses, he
thought opening the showings to the public made sense.
Heumann found it revived the society.
Since the society has a very small budget, Heumann does
not do much advertising.
Heumann said that he generally relies on “word of mouth”
to bring in visitors. He explained that “attendance varies from
film to film”. 
Some times only the class members will be there and other
times the films will play to a packed house.
This was the case with last semester’s showing of the
Quentin Tarantino film “Reservoir Dogs” (1992). When the
word got out that this ultra-violent but critically acclaimed film
was being shown, the film society had a record-high atten-
dance.
The library’s lecture hall was almost filled to capacity.
Heumann would like for the film society have more nights
like this. He hopes that the film society will gain a greater
awareness on campus.
The film society is always open to the general public and
there is no charge for entrance. The next film shown, the sci-
fiction film “Robocop” starring Peter Weller, will be on Feb. 8. 
BY MELANIE McCLAIN
Dianne Dixon’s life-long dream
was that one day people around the
world will be able to live together in
harmony.
Now, she relays the dream to audi-
ences around the country when she
performs her p lay “Cla im the
Dream.”
The one-woman drama portrays
the lives of several African-American
women who fostered and fought for a
dream of freedom, justice, and equal-
ity for all.
Dixon will perform the play at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Uni-
versity Union. Admission is $1 for
students and $3 for the public.
In the drama, Dixon will transform
from a young African girl, to a fright-
ened s lave,  to Harr ie t  Tubman,
Sojourner Truth, Mary Church Terrell
and Mary McLeod Bethune.
The characters Dixon selected
were individuals she admired and
emulated.
“They stood for
ideals that all people
in their l i fe should
adapt,” Dixon said.
“To me they were a




shows how, in just an
instant, a whole civilization changed.
Where (Afr ican-Americans )  had
pride, dignity and places of respect, it
was all removed,” she said.
Dixon grew up in an affluent fami-
ly in Nashville, Tenn., and attended
private school. She never experi-
enced racism until she was older.
“I think I’ve seen more prejudice
as an adult,” she said.  “I was never
called the “n” word until I was an
adult.”
Dixon, 40, became interested in
theater when she was 5-years-old.
She  graduated from Stephens Col-
lege with a degree in theater arts and
dance. Besides becoming a mother,
she considers becoming a published
playwright her greatest accomplish-
ment in life.
She said she wants her drama to
alleviate the prejudices that exist in
the world today.
“I was hoping it would inspire
men, women and children to remove
the chips and blocks we gather,” she
said. “We have to learn as a group of
people to mix well with others and
share.
“It is a dream I have that we as a
people will be able to live in this
world together, that violence won’t
be so prevalent and that people can
identify who they are without fear
being a constant motivation to get
through the day,” she said.
Dixon has many film and television
credits including “A Piece of the
Action,” “As the World Turns” and
“Playing for Keeps”. 
She also has commercial credits,
including voice-overs for Gallo Wine
and animated voice characterizations
for “The adventures of Muhammad
Ali” and “Captain Dashing Dog.”
Fulfilling her dream
BY NATALIE GOTT
“Our Young Black Men are Dying
and Nobody Seems to Care” is a play
of our generation.
Playwright James Chapman, who
spent several years of his life home-
less,  combined his own experiences
with events he witnessed on the street
when writing what has been referred
to as “the most important play in
America.”
“I wanted to write a play that every-
one could identify with,” Chapman
said.
“Our Young Black Men are Dying
and Nobody Seems to Care,” will be
presented at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ball-
room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Desserts, such as
cake and pie will be served at 6 p.m.
Various types of coffee teas and hot
chocolate will also be offered.
The play, a series of vignettes,
addresses controversial issues such as
AIDS, black-on-black violence, police
brutality and the buffalo soldier, blacks
taken from their homeland as slaves.
Chapman said one of the most dra-
matic skits in the production addresses
crack addiction. In the scene, two
actors who call themselves “C” (for
Crack) pretend to rob a store. While
breaking in, they discuss their lives and
claim to have been treated unfairly by
society. Suddenly, and for no apparent
reason, one crack dealer turns to the
other a shoots him.
“It shows people how crazy (crack)
is,” Chapman said.
Another skit portrays date rape, in
a comical sense, as a crime of power
and circumstance. In the scene, a man
attempts to rape a women, but she
attacks him. 
She rips off his genitalia, places it in
a jar and takes it to the judge who
hears her case. The rapist tries, unsuc-
cessfully, to justify himself to a judge
why he raped a woman.
All of the vignettes are about hope
and despair, love and hurt and dreams
and disappointments, Chapman said.
The play examines and tries to break
down stereotypes.
In the play, a character reveals: “I
am strong. I am powerful, I am Black,
I am the Man. I am the mother country
Africa. I am the soil, the fertile soil,
the Land. I am life. I am death. I am
the Man, the real man, the true man,
the black man. I am come to claim my
fortune, I am the New King.” 
Tickets are $3 for students and $5





Film Society provides viewing entertainment
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The Eastern Film Society  Meets every Wednesday at
8 p.m. in the Booth Library Lecture Hall.
Upcoming films include:
• “RoboCop” dir. by Paul Verhoeven  on Feb. 8
• “Demon Seed” dir. by Donald Cammell on Feb.
15.
• “Them” dir. by Gordon Douglas on Feb. 22.
• “Silent Running” dir. by Douglas Trumbull on
March 1.
• “Altered States “ dir. by Ken Russell on March 8.
• “Close Encounters of the the Third Kind” dir. by
Stephen Spielberg on March 22.
Dianne Dixon
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4B February 3, 1995 On the Verge of the Weekend
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Fri & Sat  5:00, 7:00, 9:00
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:00, 3:00 
Sun- Thurs  5:00, 7:00
Daily 4:30, 7:30
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:30
Fri & Sat  4:15, 7:00, 9:45
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:45
Sun- Thurs  4:15, 7:00
Fri & Sat  5:15, 7:15, 9:15
Sat & Sun Mat. 1:15, 3:15
Sun- Thurs  5:15, 7:15
Fri & Sat 4:15, 6:45, 9:15   Sat & Sun Mat.  3:00
Sun- Thurs. 4:15, 6:45
BY MATT FARRIS
Members of the Eastern
band Superfudge say the
increased bar-entry age has
actually had a positive effect
on Charleston —at least on
Charleston’s music scene.
Because well-known
bands have been shying
away from this area, many
students decided to start
their own band to get the
music scene rolling again,
the band members said.
“(It’s a) do-it-yourself
ethic,” said Chris Gilbert,
guitarist for Superfudge.
Superfudge will be per-
forming with the Flagboys,
Cherry Vallance and 420 at
5:30 p.m. in the Dungeon.
Gilbert said starting the
band Superfudge was a way




Other members of Super-
fudge include vocalist and
keyboardist Cindy Contois
bassist Jordon Schranz and
drummer Sean. Members
claim they play pure rock
‘n’ roll.
Another Eastern band
believes the raised bar-entry
age from 19 to 21 hurt
Charleston’s music scene.
Most students won’t go
see a band unless they are
familiar with the band’s
music or they know a mem-
ber in the band, said Meg
Curtis, vocalist for the Flag-
boys.
The Flagboys began play-
ing together almost four
months ago. Members
include vocalist Meg Curtis,
guitarist Tony Anders,
bassist “Nuclear” Brad
Kennedy and  drummer Jim
“Big Sticks” Woodruff.
Woodruff, Anders and
Kennedy were members of
the Eastern band Autopilot.
But after hearing Curtis
sing, they decided to form a
new band – the Flagboys.
Members of the band
attribute a variety of musical
styles, including R.E.M. and
the Replacements to
Madonna and Reba McEn-
tire. And, musical styles
such as ska, punk and indus-
trial have been influential to
their music. Kennedy said
he was inspired by bluegrass
music and he even played
the fiddle with the Lone-
some River Boys before he
came to Charleston. He
began playing bass only a
few months ago.
Since well-known bands
such as the Drovers and
NIL8 aren’t playing in
Charleston as often, the
Flagboys hope that more
student bands will be form-
ed.
“We’re just here to per-
petuate the music scene,”
Anders said.
Local bands take stage
By MIKE MEYER
Slint. The word is mysterious.
Even more so, the band is myste-
rious. Not much is known about
Slint. What is known is puzzling:
• Slint has only released two
albums since its 1989 incarnation.
• Slint releases albums without
song titles, lyrics or member list-
ings.
• Slint seldom plays live.
• Slint hails from an unlikely
place for a cutting-edge rock
band: Louisville, Ky.
These curiosities would seem-
ingly disintegrate much of a
chance for consumer survival of
any band. On the contrary, Slint
has used these humble character-
istics to incite a vigorous sub-cult
following in recent years. The
band has also slowly and silently
influenced dozens upon dozens of
independent noise-rock bands
ranging from Charleston’s Goat-
boy to Chicago’s Shellac.
Slint’s music is a narrative
supernova: grand, tiny, weird,
normal, stretched and condensed
all at the same time. Like a soap
opera, campfire tale, gossip mag-
azine or church sermon, Slint pre-
sents its product soaked with
attention-grabbing human detail.
Whether it is the band’s token
high-noted guitar outbreaks or its
calmly spoken “this is what I did
today” vocal readings, the music
communicates directly with the lis-
tener, grasping tightly to his or
her thirst for interaction.
The grip never lets, and the lis-
tener never leaves. Ironically, the
band has chosen to temporarily
silence its oral aspect, choosing
two instrumentals for release on
10-inch vinyl and CD single.
The first piece (titled with a
childish drawing of an octopus) is
a drifty and persistent mechanical
novel. The instrumental conjures
up machinery: trains, roller coast-
ers and meat grinders. The guitar
verbalizes itself with poignant sin-
gle notes patched together with
gritty emotion. Gears shift, wheels
turn and pistons thump in unison
as the composition moves on
down the track.
The second side wields a titan-
ic, explosive creation. An appar-
ent reworking of “Rhoda” off the
band’s “Tweez” LP, the instru-
mental spreads itself thick, gloat-
ing and growing on its predeces-
sor’s metallic theme. Kryptonite
couldn’t even pull this one from
flight, as its musical soar is unde-
tectable and chaotic from the get
go. Tight and shiny, the concoc-
tion finalizes itself by convulsing
and erupting into an expression-
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Photo by NATALIE GOTT
The Flagboys from left to right: Jim Woodruff, Megan Cur-
tis, “Nuclear” Brad Kennedy and Tony Anders. The band
will be playing Saturday at the Dungeon.
Live musicscene notdead yet,band says
Send your love with a Valentine’s













We suggest you keep
your copy to as few
words as possible to
make a more attrac-
tive ad.  Please print
in the proper size ad
below.
Bring ad and payment to Stu-
dent Publications
Business Office, Buzzard
Bldg., Rm. 127.  All ads must
be in the Business Office by
2pm, Feb. 9th. 
Valentine’s Day ads will be pub-





Valentine’s Day Ads are available in
two sizes.  An appropriate red heart






























On the Verge of the Weekend February 3, 1995 5B
AT TED’S
Friday
City Sounds Presents 
DJ Andy Miles
Playing Top 40 Dance & Alternative From the 80’s to Present
Smashing Pumpkins, REM, The Doors, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, U2, & 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































$ 1  ADMISSION ALL NIGHT
$1 ADMISSION ALLNIGHT
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was 11 years old, his mother
took him to the Regal Theatre
to see the jazz legend Count
Basie.
He was so inspired by the
performance that he tried to
bribe his mother into buying
him a trumpet so he could
learn to play.
Thompson’s coaxing work-
ed. He was so enthralled by
the sound he created that he
cont inued to s tudy music ,
eventually earning a degree in
music composition at Gover-
nors State University in 1974.
Now, Thompson is  the
composer and trumpet player
for the The Freebop Band and
for Africa Brass. Both bands
wi l l  be performing at  the
Champaign-Urbana Jazz and
Blues Associat ion’s Fourth
Annual All-Star Jazz & Blues
Blowout.
The concert, with eight jazz
and blues bands, starts at 1:30
p.m. Sunday at Jumer’s Castle
Lodge in Urbana. Bands will
play until 10:30 p.m.
Thompson began playing
the trumpet with and compos-
ing for the Freebop Band  19
years ago. In that time, the
band released three albums,
“Jazzlise,” “Spirit,” and, their
latest, “New Standards.”
The Freebop Band encom-
passes rhythmic and harmonic
influences of bee-bop jazz.
They also express the freedom
and creativity of avant-garde.
Thompson and the Freebop
Band will feature music from
“New Standards” at their per-
formance. Ron Bridgewater,
who played the saxophone on
“New Standards,” will also be
performing with Freebop.
Thompson is looking for-
ward to playing with him.
“Bridgewater played with
some of the most famous peo-
ple in jazz, like McCoy Tyner,
Max Roach and Horace
Silver,” Thompson said.
Thompson began compos-
ing with Africa Brass in 1991.
“(I joined Africa Brass) to
create more musical colors
wi th a larger  ensemble,”
Thompson said.
Africa Brass combines his-
torical jazz with creative music.
I t  incorporates Afr ican
rhythms combined wi th a
gamut of styles from big band,
blues, New Orleans, to march-
es.
Thompson and Africa Brass
released their first album “Lift
Every Voice” in 1993. He is
current ly working with the
band on a second album titled,
“100 Years,” scheduled for
release later this year.
“100 Years” was made in
commemoration of the 100th
year of jazz since Buddy Bold-
en, often credited with creat-
ing jazz.
“He was the first to start
improvising and making music
swing,” Thompson said. Bold-
en is known for his “big, pow-
erful sound” and his “charis-
matic personality.”
Thompson’s set begins at
7:30 p.m. and wil l  include
music from both the Freebop
Band’s latest release “New
Standards” and Africa Brass’s
album “Lift Every Voice.”
Other bands scheduled to
perform Sunday include The
Firecrackers, Mary Clark and
the Nighthawks, In Your Ear
Quintet ,  the Del ta  Kings,
Maruwa and Candy Foster and
the Shades of Blues.
Tickets for the jazz and
blues fest can be purchased for
$5 at  Record Serv ice,
Periscope CD’s and Tapes,
the Music Shoppe, and Record
Swap all in Champaign or for
$7 at the door.
One man, two bands BY DAN FIELDS
Hey all you tough guys
out there, the much antici-
pated release of “Jerky
Boys: The Movie” comes
out this weekend.
After re leasing two
albums, “The Jerky Boys”
and “The Jerky Boys 2”
and with the pending film,
the craze seems to be
sweeping the nation.
HarperPerennial is the
latest company to jump on
the Jerky Boys bandwagon
with the January release of
“The Jerky Boys: The
Book”.
The book reveals the
secret identities of the two
rubbernecks who started
crank calling innocent vic-
tims in their studio in the
Bronx.
Johnny Brennan (also
known as Johnny B.) and
Kamal, the Jerky Boys
themselves, portray charac-
ters ranging from a magi-
cian to a flamboyant hair-
dresser that confuse and
bewilder the people they
randomly call.
The book i tse l f  g ives
insight into the Jerky Boys
characters and how they
attempt to run a normal life.
Unlike any other reading
material, “The Jerky Boys:
The Book” introduces con-
versations filled with vulgari-
ty and obscenity in a more
than humorous manner.
The Jerky Boys introduce
themselves as the six char-
acters they turn into the
most. If liver lips out there
aren’t familiar with the char-
acters The Jerky Boys por-
tray, here’s a brief recap.
• Frank Rizzo – An
unemployed auto mechan-
ic/salesman who curses
every other word to possible
employers. His credo to the
four best friends a guy could
have are “Jack Daniels,
Johnny Walker, Jim Beam
and Jose Cuervo.”
• Tarbash – A cab driver
and self-described “Egyptian
Magician,” Tarbash claims
that when he awoke after a
dentist put him under seda-
tion, his pants were unbut-
toned.
• Kissel – A used hard-
ware shop owner who longs
for the old days when
“women knew their place.
(Now), women gotta act like
men all the time, wearing
pants, goin’ after guys’ jobs.
I swear to God, none of ‘em
even knows how to cook or
sew.”
• Pico – An illegal immi-
grant who works for Kissel.
On the Immigration and
Naturalization Service Citi-
zenship quiz, Pico answered
that former New York Met
pitcher Sid Fernandez was
“The father of our country.”
• Sol Rosenberg – A
fragile, little man who could
very likely suffer an ulcer
after hearing an ambulance
siren. One of Sol’s worries
includes “going to a peep
show and looking at a
naked girl and, you know,
becoming aroused, and it
could turn out to be your
sister.”
• Jonathan (Jack) Tors –
A homosexual hairdresser
that claims one of his top
ten pickup lines is “Show
me your torpedo and then
you can sail it right into the
bay.”
Hey Jerky, read this
Photo courtesy of Delmark Recording Studios
Trumpet player and music composer Malachi Thompson will be
performing Sunday at Jumer’s Castle Lodge in Urbana.
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8B February 3, 1995 On the Verge of the Weekend
SPRING REFUND DEADLINE
The last  day to WITHDRAW
FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% refund (50% of all
fees/tuition paid except insur-
ance) is MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6.
Be sure to call in on Touch-Tone






Faculty, staff, and students are
encouraged to attend an open
meeting with members of the
North Central Association reac-
credi tat ion team on Tuesday,
February 7. The meeting for fac-
ulty and staff will be at 3 p.m. in
the 1895 Room of the University
Union. Al l  interested persons
should use these opportunities to






Students who have completed 42
semester hours and three of the
following courses--ACC 2100,
ACC 2150, BED 2510 or COM
2175, MGT 2750, COM 2810--
with a grade of C or better may
now apply for admission to the
Business Program in the Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied
Sciences (Lumpkin Hall 112) for
Summer or Fall Semester 1995.
Al l  f ive tool  courses and 60
semester hours must be complet-
ed by the end of Spring Semester
1995. Deadline for making appli-
cation is 4:30 p.m. on February
15, 1995. (there will be another
application deadline date of June
15, 1995, for the Fall Semester to
accommodate students who do
not meet the requirements at this
time.)
T.W. Ivarie
Dean, Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences
SEMINARS
The Career Planning and Place-
ment center will be offering the
following seminars: “Resumes
and Cover Letters Made Easy” on
Monday, February 6, from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in the Charleston-Mat-
toon Rooms of the Union. “Com-
puterized Placement Services” on
Tuesday, February 7, from Noon
to 1 p.m. in the Charleston-Mat-
toon rooms in the Union. “Suc-
cessful Interviewing Techniques”
on Thursday, February 9, from
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms of the
Union. These Seminars are




Planning & Placement Center
SPEECH-HEARING
SCREENING
A speech and hearing screening
is required for  admission to
Teacher Education/teacher certifi-
cation programs. Students who
have not had a speech and hear-
ing screening at EIU may call the
Speech-Learning-Hearing Clinic






If you are currently attending EIU
and expect to register for Sum-
mer or Fall, make an appointment
to see your advisor as soon as
possible. Academic advisement is
required for ALL UNDERGRADU-
ATE STUDENTS. The class
schedule bulletins should be pub-





Before you can register for Sum-
mer or Fal l ,  you must pay an
advance deposit--$25 for Sum-
mer; $100 for Fall. Pay at the
cashier window at  Old Main
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 14.
Submit your advance deposit with
an advance deposi t  coupon
(available at the cashier window
or in the schedule bulletin). An
EIU employee who plans to regis-
ter must contact the Registration
Office about the advance deposit;
a student who plans to use co-op






All seniors Honors students grad-
uating in Sp95, Su95, or Fa95
need to call the Honors Office
(2017) by February 15, in order to
be recognized at  the Honors
Awards Day Ceremony on April
22, 1995. When you call, leave
the following information: name,
university or departmental hon-





Official Notices are paid for by 
the Office of University Relations.
Questions concerning Notices 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Prices Effective
Friday, February 3rd thru
Thursday, February 9th, 1995 Open 6 am - 11 pmATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards
Coke, Pepsi, RC
Lay’s, or Wavy Lay’s
POTATO CHIPS
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Part of AIDS Awareness Week
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